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Summary

A duality correspondence is introduced from the set of preference

relations on alternatives to the set of preference relations on

"friends", each characterized by a preference relation on alternatives.

For any (revealed) preference relation on alternatives, an ordering of

friends can be derived, and vice versa.

Another duality is designed between the set of preference relation on

alternatives and the set of preference relations on baskets, or budqets.

The power of this correspondence is indicated by the fact that the possi-

bility of rationalizable choice in the space of alternatives is shown

to be equivalent to the possibility of rationalizable choice in the dual

space of baskets. This is again equivalent to the condition that the

choice correspondence is globally maximal. So neither completeness, nor

transivity of the rationalizing preference relation is implied.

Finally, the last duality operation is applied between the space of friends

and the space of baskets, or coalitions of friends.

Keywords:

Revealed preference, rational choice, preferences in dual spaces, duality.
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1. Introductíon

1.1. Outline of the paper

In order to explain or predict an agent's choice behavior, observers are
making use of a decisíon model which they assume to be used by the
agent. If choice behavior is described by a choice correspondence and if
the decísion model is resulting in a decision correspondence, then the
agent is said to behave rational if its choice is contained in the deci-
sion correspondence (Richter, 1971). The revelation of the preference
relation, needed in the decision model, is possible by the observing
choice behaviour. This theory has been developed by Samuelson (1938).
Many authors have since improved this model, which gives sufficient con-
ditions for rationizable choice (section 2).
In this paper we use the duality approach to tackle the problem and we
derive necessary and sufficient conditions. The idea behind duality is,
that choice behavior can be observed in various choice spaces and that
the decision models used in these choice spaces are not independent, but
are related by a duality. Two different dualities are introduced: one
between the set of alternatives and the set of baskets of alternatives,
the usual duality concept in economics (section 3). The other between
the set of alternatives and the set of preference relations on these
alternatives (section 4). This last set is called the choice space of
"friends", from which the agent chooses. Using the first duality again,
we get the choice space of coali.tione of fríends (section 5). Although
the concept of duality is very old and is used in the revealed prefe-
rence theory on various ways (see e.g. Richter, 1979), our approach both
generalizes and strengthens the existing theory. The results are summa-
rized in section 6; the most important results are stated in theorem
3.13 and in table 6.1.

1.2. Notation and definitions

Let A be a nonempty set and R a nonempty subset of the Cartesian product

set A x A. R is called a relation. Let:

cR :s {(a~,a2) E A x AI(a1,a2) 4 R}, the complement of R;
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iR :- {(al,aZ) E A x AI(a2,a1) E R}, the inverse of R;
IA :- {(al,a2) e A x Alal - a2}, the identity relation on A;
R.R:- {(al,a3) F A x AI3a2 e A: (ai,a2) E R and (a2,a3) e R}, the compo-

sition of R with itself;

aR :- R!1 icR, the asymmetric part of R;
sR :~ R~l iR, the symmetric part of R.

A preference between the elements in R is also expressed by:
al ~ a2: R, iff (al,a2) E R; al is preferred to a2 in R;
al ~ a2: R, iff ( al,a2) E aR; al is strictly preferred to aZ in R;
al ~ a2: R, iff ( al,a2) e sR; al is indifferent to a2 in R.

The relation R is called:
asymmetric if R a aR; symmetric if R a sR; reflexíve if R 2 IA; irre-
flexive if R c cIA; complete if R ~ iR ~ cIA; strongly complete if

R u iR ~ A x A; antisymmetric if R n íR c IA; R is transitive if
R.R c R; negative transitive if cR.cR c cR; quasi-transitive if

aR.aR c aR; acyclical if aR.aR ~ ciaR.

The relation R has the following closure operations:

tR:~ RR...R, the transitive closure;
rR:~ R v IA, the reflexive closure;

ciaR, the strongly complete closure, containing all incomparable pairs
in R as indifferent elements.
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2. The primal choice space ~ A, ~~

2.1. The choice model ~ A,~ , C, D~

An agent is supposed to make a choice of elements in a set of alternati-
ves A, given the restriction that these elements belong to some subset
Ai ~ A. The nonempty set A and the set if ~(IP(A)- {~l}) of feasible
choice sets are calLed the choice space.
The agent's choice behavior can be observed in a choice space. It is
descríbed by a choice correspondence C: J~ -.i A, or C: J~ -. (IP(A)- {?1}),

with C(Ai) ~ A1 for all Ai E~ .

Thís implies that an agent is always choosing a set of alternatives. If
no choice can be made, the agent assigns the whole feasible set: C(Ai) -
Ai. If an agent can always assign a singleton, the choice correspondence
can be reduced to a choice function C:~ a A. This will not be assumed
here.

In order to explain, assess or predict behavior of an agent, we need a
reasoning which leads to the same choice in the choice space as the
agent has made. Let us assume that there exists such a reasoning and
that this ia represented by a decision model D. We say that a decision
model D rationalizes the choice behavior C of an agent, if the choosen
set of C belongs to the outcome of D(Richter, 1971). In that case we,
the observers, call the agent's choice behavior rational.

The agent can of course be his or her own observer: the source of many
theories about rationality! On the other hand, if the agent belongs to a
system with specific rules, the decision model is at least partly so-
cially determined, and the agent's choice behavíor ís called system-ra-
tional (see Ruys, 1981): the genesis of the homo economicus. And, final-
ly, notice that not-rational behavior does not imply irrational beha-
vior: it means that no rationizable decision model has been found or can
be found.
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In this paper we specify the agent's decision model D by the tríple
~ A, RA, ~~, in which RA is a preference relation on A. Let .QA be the

nonempty set of preferences in IP(AxA). Then the decision correspondence

D: ~ x RA i LP(A) is defined by:

D(A1,R ):- {a E Aila } b: RA, for all b E Ai},

the set of best elements in Ai according to the preference relation RA.

So D(A1,RA) :- Best(A1,RA). If the agent is satisfied with maximal ele-
ments instead of best elements, or is forced by the preference relation
RA to do so, another decision correspondence D: A x RA ~ IP(A) becomes

relevant. D is defined by:

D(Ai,RA) :- {a E A1Ia ~ b or a~ b: RA, for all b e Ai},

or D(A1,RA) :- Max(A1,RA). D is called the local decision correspond-
ence, because it does not require global comparison of the candidate
elements with all other elements.

Now we can state the followíng definition of rationalízable choice be-

havior, which is stronger than the definition given above, because it

requires equality of choice with the outcome of the specific decision
process D(A1,RA):

Definition 2.1
In the choice model ~ A,If, C, D~, the preference relation RA rationa-
lizes the choice correspondence C, if D(Ai,RA) 3 C(A1), for all Aie f~ .

2.2. Revelation of preferences in ~ A,~ ~

The problem with this criterion for rational behavior is that the prefe-
rence relation RA in the decision model is not observable. However, it
is possible to trace the preference relation in the agent's decision

model lf the agent's choice behaviour satisfies some conslstency condi-

tions. In this section, we recapitulate some aufficient conditiona for

rationalizable choice. In section 3.3, necessary and sufficient condi-
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tions wiil be derived using a duality operation. The concept oE revealed
preference is due to Samuelson (1938) and Houthakker (1950).

Definition 2.2
Given a choice correspondence C:~ i~ A, the following revealed prefe-
rence relations in A are defined:

a1 ~ a2: RA(C), íf ~AiEJ~ : al e C(Ai) and a2 E Ai;

al ~ a2: PA(C), if ~ Ai E.if : al E C(Ai) and a2 E Ai - C(Ai).

These relations are used to check whether choice behavior is sufficient-

ly consistent and to derive a rationalizíng preference relation. This is

expressed by the following properties:

Property 2.3 (Richter, 1966)
For the choice correspondence C, the following statements are equiva-
lent:
1. There exists a weak order RA rationalizing C.
2. The transitive, strongly complete closure of RA(C), tciaRA(C), ra-

tionalizes C.
3. C is congruent, i.e. tRA(C) ~ ciPA(C).

Property 2.4

Let.í~ be such that it contains all two- and three-point subsets of A, or
such that it is union-closed, then the following statements are equiva-
1 ent :
1. There exists a weak order RA rationalizing C.
2. The strongly complete closure of RA(C), ciaRA(C), rationalizes C,
3. C is congruent, i.e. tRA(C) f ciPA(C).

4. C satisfies the weak axiom of revealed preference, i.e.

RA(C) c ciPA(C).

5. C satisfies the independence of irrelevant alternatives condition,
i.e. for all A1, A2 e~ such that A1 ~ A2 and A1f1 C(A2) ~ pj: C(A1) 3
C(A2) Il A1.
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Proofs and conceptual analyses have been Kiven by Arrow (1959), Richter
(1966), Weddepohl (1970), Sen (1971), Herzberger (1973), Suzumura (1983)
and Wakker (1986), a.o..

Property 2.5

If 1{ - IP(A) -{~1}, then RA(C) is acyclical.

Proof: suppose al } az, a2 } a3, ak-i } ak and ak ~ al: all i n RA(C).

Let Aj:s {al,...ak}. Then C(Aj) ~~l, contradicting CA:.I~ -. IP(A) -{~}.
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3. The dual choice space ~ B,B ~ of baskets

3.1. The choice model ~ B,~ , CB, DB ~

The choice correspondencel) CA: ~-p A has been defined on the set of
feasible subsets of A, to which the alternatives were restricted. Given
one such subset Ai, the agent chooses a subset of Ai.
Here we suppose that the agent can choose from a set Bj a{A1,...,Ai} of
baskets. Set B~ i s contained in the nonempty set of the set of baskets
IP(B) -{~}, where B:~ IP(A) - {Q}. Let ~ S (IP(B)-{~1}) be the nonempty
set of feasible subsets of B, to which the alternative baskets Ai (or
bi, if the analogy i n notation with ~ A, ~ ~ is maintained) are restric-
ted.

In the choice space ~ B,.ó ~ of baskets, the choíce correspondence
CB: ~-.~B i s again such that CB(Bi) c Bi, for all BiE g . One may inter-
prete the set S as a set of shops in a town from which an agent chooses
a set of departments in the shops that contain these departments.

The decision model ~ B, RB,.ó ~ defines the decision correspondence

DB(Bi,RB), which assigns best baskets of B according to the preference

relation RB on B. If DB(Bi,RB) 3 CB(Bi), for all Bi, then RB rationali-

zes CB conform definition 2.1. Analogous to defintion 2.2, we can de-

fine:

A1 ~ A2: RB(CB), if ~Bi e,S : A1 E CB(Bi) and A2 e Bi;

A1 ~ A2: PB(CB), if 3Bi E S : A1 E CB(Bi) and A2 E Bi - C(Bi).

These revealed preference relations in B can be applied, analogously to

section 2.2, to derive criteria and candidates for rattonalizable choice

behavtor in the cholce space ~ A, B~.

1) Fr here, the choice and decision correspondences will be indexed C`~
and D~
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However, we can express the choice correspondence CB:.~ -w B
in terms of CA:.14 a~A, if we restrict the domain of CB to:

Definition 3.1

S:- {Bi C IP(A) -{~}I 3A1 E.ii : Hi a lP(Ai) - {~1} }.

Definitíon 3.2
For any choice correspondence CA :~ ~s A, the choice correspondence
CB(CA) : S-~~ B is defined by:

CB(CA)(IP(Ai)-{~}) :- IP(CA(Ai)), for all Aie~ ,

and denoted by CB, if this does not cause confusion.l)

This allows us to define rational behavior in the choice space ~ B, S3 ~
derived from ~A,~ ~, conform definition 2.1:

DB(Bi,I~) - CB(Bi) a IP(CA(Ai)). VA1Eré and Bi ~ IP(Ai) -{~}.

Next, we define the revealed preference relation in B, revealed by
choice behavior in A:2)

Definition 3.3

A1 ~ A2: RB(CA), if ~A1E R: A1 c CA(Ai) and A2 S Ai.

Example 3.4
For: At - {a}, {b}, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {b,c}, {a,b,c}, respectively,

let: Ci(Ai) - {a}, {b}, {c}, {a} , {a,c}, {b} , {a} , respectively.

It follows that:

1) It may be noticed that, analogously, CA can be derived from CB.

2) Weddepohl ( 1970) has defin~d R~(CA) B ~(A1,A2)E rQx,~QI A1 ~l C(A2) ~~~.
If ~- IP(A) - {~}, then R ( CA,) c tRw(C ).
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a b c a b c

RA(Ci)

a 1 1 1
b 0 1 1
c 1 0 1

~ a b c ab ac bc abc

pA(Ci) a
a 0 j 1
b 0 0 1
c 0 0 0

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

a 1 l i 1 l 1 1 l

b 1 0 1 1 ~ (A 1 ~

RB (Ci) - c 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 ~

ab 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ac 1 1 ~J 1 ~1 1 ~ pf

bc 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

abc 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Notation: ~ indicates incomparable pairs. It is easily checked
that RA(Ci) rationalizes Ci, but that no condition of property
2.3 and 2.4 is satisfied.

3.2. Dualíty mappings between preferences in A and in B.

In this section we shall design a duality map ~ between the spaces of

preferences IP(AxA) and IP(BxB), which transmits information from one

space to the other with a minimal or no loss of information. The general

idea of such a duality has been developed by Evers and van Maaren

(1985). In this paper we design two specific dualities, the firet one in

this section, the other ín 4.2.

Defínition 3.5
A duality is a mapping A: IP(X) -~ IP(Y), satisfying ~( ,`1,6i I Xi) ~

i é I
~(Xi), for all index sets I and all Xi c X.

~
For such a mapping, the dual ~: IP(Y) -. IP(X) is defined by:
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e~(B) - U{AIB ~ e(A)}.

Property 3.6 (Evers and van Maaren, 1985)
Let e: IP(X) a IP(Y) he a duality, [hen:

(1) A1 S AZ ~ e(A1) ? e(AZ) (anti-monotonicity)
~

(ii) B c ee (B) (embedding)

(iii) A ~ e~e(A)

(iv) e~A) - an A e({a}) ~~ (pointwise determination)
(v) e is a duality, and e - e (symmetry)
(vi) conditíons (i) and (ii) are also sufficient for e to be a duality.

A duality is thus a kind of monotonicity operation that translates a
structure in one set to a structure ín another set. This operation may

cause a loss if information (the duality gap), but a subtle definition
may prevent any loss of information. The possibility of pointwise detet~
mination enables us to define a duality by a constraint on any pair of

elements in X x Y, given by a proposition I'(x,y).

Definition 3.7
The mappings eB : IP(AxA) -. IP(B xB) , with B:- 2P(A) , and eA:

~
IP(B x B) i IP(A x A), with eA:- (eB) , are defined by:

eB(RA):- {(A1,A2) E B x BI H(al.aZ) E RA: 1'(a1,a2~A1.A2)}.

eA(RB):a {(a1,a2) 6 A x Ald(A1,A2) E RB: I'(a1.a2.A1.A2)}~

t(z1.aZ~A1.A2) :~I(alE AlI~A2 ~aZ ~É A1 - A2) and

(aZEAIljA2~a1 ~` A2 - A1)].

Fig. 3.8.
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The interpretation of this duality is as follows. Gíven RA on A and a

set A2 C A, a set A1 is at least as good as A2 according to the relation

eB(RA), if for any á ry a E A1~1 A2, á~ A1, unless á E A2: formally:

A1 ~ AZ: eB(RA) iff á ~ a: RA and a e A1~1 AZ imply á~ AL - A2, and
á vNa : RA with á E Alfl A2, imply a~ A2 - A1. Going from A2 to A1, at

least as bad elements as the common reference elements are not going to

be included in A1, and as least as good elements as the common reference

elements are not going to be excluded in A1.

From here we will consider e to be an operation, rahter than a mapping,
and we will delete the brackets conformingly.

Property 3.9

1. The mapping eB: IP(AxA) -. IP(BxB), defined in 3.7, is a duality and
~has eA:~ (~) as a dual mapping.

2. é eB RA ~ rRA, the reflexive closure of RA, for all RA e IP(AxA).

3. If RA is complete, then the following two atatements are equivalent:

(i) RA is acyclic;

(11) eB RA is acyclic.

Proof

1. Let RB 6 IP(BxB), then ~ RB ~{(al,a2) 6 A x Ald (A1,A2) E RB:

I'(a1,a2,A1,A2) }~ U{Á c A x AI(A1,A2) ~ RB ~4 (A1,A2) e eB R}
~-{RA RB ~ Ó RA} - eB RB.

Let Ri ~ RZ, then AB Ri:- {(A1,A2) E B x B~V(a1,a2) e Ri:
P(a1,a2,A1,B2Á}B- {(A1,AZ) E B x BI~(al.a2) E R~Bt(a1.a2.A1.A2)}-
Secondly, e e R:m {(A1,A2) E B x BI`d(al,a2) E e : r(a1,a2,A1,A2)}.

Choose ( A1,A2) E RB, then H(a1,a2) E ~ Rg: I'(a1,a2,A1,A2).

So RB S eB eA RB. The statement follows from property 3.6. vi.
2. From 3.6. i i follows that RA G eA eB RA. From the defínition of I' we

have IA L é RB, for any RB on B. So rRA ci eA AB RA. Conversely, sup-
pose that ( al,a2) É rRA.
Consider ( {al,a2},{al}). Since r(x,y,{al,a2},{al}) for zll (x,y)E
RA, it follows that ( {al,a2},{a}) E AB RA.
As I'(a1,a2,{al,a2},{al})is not true, we have (a1,a2) ~ eA eB RA,
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3. Suppose RA is complete and cyclic.
Then there are ai E A, such that al T a2 ? a3,...,ak-1 ) ak and

ak ~ al: RA. Then we have: {al} i{al,a2}, {al,a2} }{a3},...,

{a ,a } ~ {a }, {a } ~ {a ,a } and {a ,a } ? {a }: ~B RA.k-1 k k k 1 k 1 k 1

Hence 4B RA is cyclic.

Suppose RA is acyclic, and A1 ~ A2, A2 ~ A3,...,Ak ? A1: AB RA.

Since RA is complete, we have:

(A - A ) x(A ~1 A) c aRA

(A1l~ A2) x(A2 - A1) C aRA
1 2 1 2

.............................
(A1() Ak) x(A1 - Ak) C aRA.

Using all cartesian products, we can easily construct a cycle in aRA.
This contradicts our supposition.

Example 3.10
The dual relations derived from RA(Ci) in example 3.4 are:

ABRA(Ci) - 4aRA(Ci) -

~ a b c ab ac bc abc

{~} 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

{ a} 1 1 1 1 1 Qf 1 Q)

{b} 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 Q1

{c} 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

{ab} 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 D

{ac1 1 0 1 0 41 1 0 9S

{bc} 1 1 0 1 0 Q) l ~

{abc} 1 0 0 f~ ~ 0 0 1

Ql a b c ab ac bc abc

with ~ :- incomparable pairs
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a b c

a 1 1 0

4ARB(C1) - b 0 1 1~ raRA(Ci): see lemma 3.18.
c 0 0 1

Notice that: RA(CA) - ~A OB RA(CA)

and that: OB RA 3{(A1,A2) E IP(A x A) [(A2 - A1) x( A1 rl A2) ] C cRA and ~

[(A1 n A2) x(A1 - A2)] C cRA

3.3. Rationalizable choice correspondences

In section 2.1 we defined a decision model D to rationalize choíce be-

havior C, if C belongs to the outcome of D. This was specified in de-

fintion 2.1 for the choice model ~ A,A , CA, DA ~ and in section 3.1

analogously for the dual choice model ~ B, 8, CB, DB ~. Using property

3.2. we can use CA as criterion for rational choice in ~ B, Y3 ~, where

~ is constrained according to definition 3.1. And, finally, using duali-

ty operations on preferences, we can state the condition for rationali-

zable choice equivalently in the primal and in the dual space. This al-

lows us to formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for rationali-

zable choice in theorem 3. We firstly introduce the concepts of consis-

tency and global maximality of a choice correspondence and atate our

main theorems:

Definition 3.11
For any nonempty RA E IP'(AxA), the choice correspondence Ci4 :.~ ~ A is

esid to be:

consistent with RA, if for all A1E ~:

CA(Ai) ~. Ai : ABRA:

locally maximal with respect to RA, if for all Ai

CA(Ai) ~ D(Ai,RA) : ~ Max(Ai,RA);
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globally maximal for RA, if for all Ai

CA(Ai) ~ D(A1,RA) :- Max(Ai,RA).

The choi.ce correspondence CA is said to be:
consistent, if i[ ís consistent with its revealed preference RA(CA);
globally maximal, if it is globally maximal for its revealed preference

RA(CA).

Theorem 3.12 (sufficient condítions for globally rationalizable choice)

1. If a choice correspondence CA is consístent, then the strongly com-

plete closure of RA(CA), ciaRA(CA), rationalizes C`~.

2. For any choice correspondence CA, the following statements are equi-
valent:
(1) CA is consistent;
(11) CA satisfies the weak axiom of revealed preference;

(iii) RA(CA) S ciPA(CA), defined in 2.2;

(iv) RA(CA) ~ AAPB(CA), where -

PB(CA) :- {(A1,A2)I3Aie.R~ : A1 - CA(Ai) ~ A2 C Ai and A1 ~ A2~!

(v) PB(CA) ~ ABRA(CA).

proof: 1. Let CA(A1) ~ A1: ~BRA(CA).

Since RA(CA) So ciaRA(CA), it follows that:

~BRA(CA) 3 ~BciaRA(CA). Thus CA(A1) ~ A1: ~BciaRA(CA), for all

AiE !f , from definition 2.2 and 3.7.

We have to show that DA(Ai,ciaRA(c;-) ) a CA(Ai), i~AiE ,IQ .

From ciaR(CA) ? RA(CA) follows DA(Ai,c1aRA(CA)) 3 CA(Ai).
Suppose x E DA(Ai ,ciaRA(CA)) and y G CA(Ai).

Then x~ y: ciaR`~(CA) and y~ x: RA(CA).
So x ~ y: ciaRA(CA).
As y E C(Ai)r1 A1, it follows from C(A1) ~ Ai:

~R ciaRA(CA), [hat x É A1 - CA(Ai). Therefore x i CA(A1) and

DA(A1,cíaRA(CA)) ~ CA(Ai).
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2. (i) -. (iii). Suppose: CA is consistent and CA does not satisfy
the axiom of revealed preference.
Then there are x,y e A such that x~
x 3 y : ciPA(CA).

y : RA(CA) and not

Hence there are x,y E A such that x) y: RA(CA) and

y ~ x : PA(CA).

Hence there i s a set A~e.J~ and there are elements x,y c Aj

such that y E CA(Aj), x E A~ - CA(Aj) and x ~ y: RA(CA).

This contradicts the consistency of CA.

(ii) -. (iii) trivial.

(iii)
It i s

Since

Hence

It

a (ív) Suppose: (x,y) E ciPA(CA).
sufficient to ~rove
(x,y) E ciPA(CA) we

for all AjE.I~,if y

follows by the

that (x,y) e ~A(PB(CA)).
have (Y,x) ~ PA(CA).

E CA(A3) then x~ Aj - CA(A~).
definition of Ó and PB(CA) that (x,y) e

4 (PB(C)).
(iv) a (v) Suppose RA(CA) ~

By 3.6 (i) and (ii) we have

(v) ~ (i). Trivial.

~APB(CA).
eBRA(C`A) ~ ABDAPB(CA) 2 PB(CA)-

Theorem 3.13 (necessary and sufficient conditions for globally rationa-
lizable choice)
For the choice correspondence CA on.f~ and CB on g, the following state-
ments are equivalent:
1. There exists a relation ~A

rationalizing CA on J4.

2. The strongly complete closure of RA(CA), ciaRA(CA), rationalizes CA
on .14.

3. CA is globally maximal (definition 3.11).
4. There exis[s a relation RB such that OgapRB rationalizes CB on 8.

5. ABaA ZtB(CA) rationalizes CB on ~.

Consistency of a choice correspondence implies that the indifferent ele-

ments in the revealed preference relation are transitive. This is not

implied by global maximality of a choice correspondence.

For example, let a choice correspondence C: 3E i X be generated by the

preference relation RX on an n-dimensional space X, defined by

a} b: RX, iff ai ~ bi, i~ 1,...,n. The revealed preference relation
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RX(C) is then a complete quasi-ordering such that aRX(C) - aRX, and
sRX(c) contains all incomparable pairs in RX. Theorem 3.13 says that
RX(C) rationalizes C, if and only if C(Ai) contains all maximal elements
of Ai, for all AiE,~ . If choice behavior is such that some maximal ele-
ments are not chose, then it is not rationizable.

This analysis shows also the weak point in the concept of rationaliza-
tion by revealed preference, as developed in the literature. The diffe-
rence between maximal elements and best elements disappears ín fact,
because exclusive use is made of information in the asymmetric parts of
the preferences. Distinction between indifferent pairs and incomparable
pairs is not relevant, and cycles are treated as indifference classes or
are excluded. The reason is, that preference revelation is, by defini-
tion, possible by pointwise determination, and that this local informa-
tion is being globalized.
The resulting preference relation leads to a decision that completely

explains choice behavior if, and only if, choice behavior ís globally

maximal. That is, all maximal elements are chosen. But neither transit-

ivity, nor completeness of the preference relation ís required for

(globally) rationalizable choice. This is ahown by example 3.14, resp.
examples 3.4 and 3.10.

Example 3.14
A rationalizable choice correspondence C2 that has a complete revealed
preference relation RA(C2) violating the weak axiom of revealed prefe-
rence, is the following CZ :.~ ~ A, with A:- {x,y,z}, and,l4 -
)P(A) - {0}.
For Ai is: {x,y}, {y,z}, {x,z}, {x,y,z}, respectively,
let C2(Ai) be: {y} , {z} , {x,z}, {z} .

Then RA(CZ) - {(x,x),(y,y),(z,z),(y,x),(z,y),(x,z),(z,x)},
and PA(CZ) a{(y,x),(z,y),(z,x)}, violating RA(C2) ~ ciPA(CZ), because
(z,x) E PA(CZ) and (x,z) 6 RA(CZ). But for all Aie.~ , D(Aí,RA(CZ)) m

C2(A1), as is easily checked.

Next, a rationalizable choice correspondence C3 that has a complete re-
vealed preference relation RA(C3) which is not acyclical, is the follo-
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wing. Let A:- {x,y,z,t,u} and let.ió consist of all two-, three- and
five-point subsets of A.

For Ai is: xy, xz, xt, xu, yz, yt, yu, zt, zu, tu, xyz,

let C3(Ai) be: xy, xz, xt, xu, y, yt, u, z, zu, t, xy,

~or Ai: xyt, xyu, xzt, xzu, xtu, yzt, yzu, ytu, ztu, xyztu.

let C3(Ai) be: xyt, xu, xz, xzu, xt, y, u, t, z, x.

Then RA(C3) - {(x,x),(y,y),(z,z),(t,t),(u,u),(x,y),(y,x),(x,z),(z,x),
(x,t),(t,x),(x,u),(u,x),(y,Z),(t,y),(u,y),(Z,t),(u,Z),(t,u)}.

This preference relation i s complete, not acyclic and rationalizes C3,
i.e. , D(Ai,RA(C3)) - C3(Ai) , for all Aif~Q .

Finally, it may be noticed that the condition of global-maximality of C
is equivalently described by:

bAi E~ , dx E Ai - C(Ai) : [(x,x) s taRA(C) ] or

[3y E C(Ai) : ( y,x) E taRA(C)].

Theorem 3.13 follows from the lemma's 3.21, 3.19 and 3.17 below.

Lemma 3.15
Let A1E.~ and AC E IP(Ai) . Then:

At E Best (IP(Ai), ABRA) iff (AixAt) n RA ~ IA.

Proof:

Let At E Best (IP(Ai),ABRA), and x~ y; with x e Ai, y e AC and (x,y)e

RA. This leads to contradictions.

Suppose x E At: let A~:- At -{y}, then x e A~ I1 AC and y E At - A~. So

AC ~ A~: ABRA.

Conversely, let (A xA )(1 RA ~ IA and choose A E IP(Ai).

Now [(A~ - At) x(Atn A~) ] n RA ~[(Ai x At) r1~cIA] f1 RA ~~.

[(At rl Aj) x(AC - A~)) rl RA C[(Ai x At) (1 cIA] (1 R`~ a~.

So At ~ Aj: ~BRA.
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This lemma provides us with a test to determine whether AC is a best

element in IP(Ai) for ~BRA.

Lemma 3.16
Let RA be a relation on A. Then:

ciaRA rationalizes CA ~ ABaRA rationalizes CB on .~.

rp oof:
Let D(Aj,ciaRA) - CA(Aj), for all A~ E.~ .

Choose an Ai E.iQ and an Ak e IP(CA(Ai)). According definition 3.2, we

have to show that Ak 1s a best element ín IP(A1) for ABaRA and

Ak ~ CA(Aj). Because D(Ai,ciaRA) ~ CA(Ai) ~ Ak, and aciaRA - aRA, it

follows that (A1xAk)fl aRA - 0.
For all At E IP(Ai) - IP(CA(Ai)), however, (AixAt) (1 aRA t~. Suppose

that (AixAt)(1 aRA -~, then (A1xAt) (1 a(ciaRA) a~. Since ciaRA is com-

plete, AC x Ai ~ ciaRA. Therefore At ~ D(A~,ciaRA) 3 CA(A~), contradir

ting At ~,IP(CABA{)). Lemma 3.15 gives the first implication.

Secondly, let eátÉ. rationalize CB on 8. Then for all Aie.~ ,

IP(CA(Ai)) - Best(IP(Ai),~BaRA), according to definition 3.2. We will
show that C(Ai) c,~ D(Ai,ciaRA) and that D(Ai ,ciaRA) c C(Ai).
First, suppose x e C(Ai) and y G D(Ai,ciaRA) - C(Ai). Then y~ x: ciaRA,

so [Ai x C(Ai)]Il aRA ~ IA, and C(Ai)e6 Best(IP(Ai),~ aRA), a contra-

diction. Next, from [D(A ,ciaRA) x Ai] G ciaRA followa that

[(Ai x D(Ai,ciaRA)] (1 aR~ -~. From lemma 3.15 follows that

D(Ai,ciaRA) E Best(IP(Ai),~BaRA). ~
From lemma 3.16 follows directly the next lemma, by letting ~ARB the
chosen relatíon on A:

Lemma 3.17
Let RB a relation on B. Then:
ciaAARB rationalizes CA ~ é aA-IiB rationalizes CB on 8.

Notice that ABa(ciaAA) ~ ABaAA is a closure operation on RB, that adds

nonessential elements to RB in order to make the information in RB glo-

bally useful. The same function is performed by the closure operation

cia on RA. Next, we derive a relation between RA(CA) and RB(CA) defined

in 2.2 and 3.3.
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Lemma 3.18
For any choice correspondence C: ífii A is true:

raRA(C) - 4RB(C).

Proof:
(x,y) E ~ARB(C), iff:
d(A1,A2) E RB(C) :[x E A1 f) A2 ~ y~ A1 - A2 and y E A1 () A2 ~

x~ A2 - A1], iff: 1~A1E~ ,1f A1 5 C(Ai), b'A2 4 Ai: Ix E A1 () A2 ~
y~ Al - A2 and y E Al r1 A2 ~ x~ A2 - A1], iff:

tfA1E ~,[x E C(Ai)~ y~ C(Ai) and y E C(Ai) ~ x~ Ai - C(Ai) or x s

y], iff: (x,y) E raRA(C) - a(ciaRA(C)) U TA.

From lemma 3.16 and lemma 3.18 follows:

Lemma 3.19
Let CA be a choice correspondence. Then:
1. ciaRA(CA) rationalizes CA C-~ 4BaRA(CA) rationalizes CB on 8.
2. OBa(raRA(CA) - aBaRA(CA) - ~Ba~ARB(CA).

Finally, we relate RA and RA(C) through the following lemma.

Lemma 3.20
If there exists a relation RA on A such that RA ~ scRA(C) and RA ratio-

nalizes C, then ciaRA(C) rationalizes C.

Proof

First we show that RA ~ ciaRA(C).

Since ciaRA(C) - aRA(C) U scRA(C), RA ~ aRA(C) remaine. Suppose (x,y) E

aRA(C) and (x,y) ~. RA, then there exists an AiE J4 such that x e C(Ai)

and y e Ai - C(Ai). But x~ D(Ai,RA), contradicting D(Ai,RA) - C(A1).

From property 3.6.i follows ~BaRA c ~aRA(C), because aRA ~ aciaRA(C) a

aRA(C). Since RA rationalizes CA, it follows from 3.16 that ~BaRA ratio-

nali2es CB. So does DBaRA(C), given the inclusion above. From lemma 3.19

follows the stateme~nt.
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Lemma 3.21
For some choice correspondence C:~ -. A, the following statements are
equivalent:
1. There exists a relation RA ~ scRA(C) rationalizing C.

2. ciaRA(C) rationalizes C.

3. Max(Ai,aRA(C)) ~ C(Ai), for all Aie.~ .

Proof:
1 t-. 2 by the previous lemma;
2 t-~ ~BaRA(C) rationalizes CB on B(lemma 3.19), iff:

~ AtE IP(C(Ai)): [Ai x At] n aciaRA(C) -~ and

~At E IP(Ai) - IP(C(Ai)): [Ai x At] rl aRA(CÍ ~~, iff:

~f x E Ai - C(Ai). ~ Y E Ai: y~ x: RA(C) , iff:

tÍx E Ai - C(Ai), not: {x} ~ Ai: ~BaRA(C) , íff:

Max (Ai,aR(C) ) C C(Ai), if AiE ,~ .
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4. The dual choice space ~ F, ~~ of friends

4.1. The choice model ~ F,~, CF, DF ~

Consider the set F:- (IP(AxA)-{~}) of all binary relations on A. Each of

these relations Ri e F will be consídered as a pecaon or "trlend", f1 G
F, characterized by the relation Ri ~ fi, The pivot-agent mentioned in

the choice models above is confronted here again with a feasible set of

friends, Fi, from which the pivot agent should make a choice.

The agent's choice behavior can be observed in the choice space
~ F,`~ ~, in which ~ E IP(F) is the set of feasible subsets of friends.
It is described by the choice correspondence CF :~is (IP(F)-~), or
CF: ~-r F, with CF(Fi) c Fi, for all Fie ~,

Again, we assume that the pivot agent uses a decision model

DF:a ~ F, RF, ~~, which defines the decision correspondence

D(Fi,RF):~ {f e Filf ~ f~: RF, for all fj E F~}, The pivot-agent's
choice of friends is said to be rational if, for all FiE`~ , DF(Fi,RF) a

CF(Fi). In that case, RF rationalizes CF,

For an observer it may be important to be informed about the pivot-
agent's preference relation RF on F. The set of friends can be interpre-
ted, for example, as the set of preferences that are at the agents dis-
position in case of strategic behavior as second best solution, or in
case of changing preferences, or in case of coalition forming. The usual
theory of preference revelation can be applied, and extended our resulte
in section 3.3. This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1
Let CF: ~i ( IP(F)-~~}) be a choice correspondence and RF(CF) be a re-

vealed preference relation on F, defined by:

fl ~ f2: RF(CF), iff 3FiE .̀~ : fl 6 CF(Fi) and f2 E Fi.
Then the following statments are equivalent:
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1. There exísts a relation RF rationalizing CF on ~.
2. The strongly complete closure of RF(CF), ciaRF(CF), rationalizes CF

on g .

3. CF is globally maximal, i.e. Max(Fi,aRF(CF)) e CF(F1), for all F1E ~.

This follows immediately from theorem 3.13. However, more can be said if
we assume that there exists a duality relation between preferences RF on
F and preferences RA on A of the same pivot-agent.

4.2. Duality between ~ A, IP(A) ~ and ~ F, IP(F) ~

A duality mapping, as defined in section 3.2, will be specified between

the space of preferences in A, IP(AxA), and the space of pteferences on

F, IP(FxF). Given the pivot-agent's preferences Rp on A, the dual prefe-
rences AF R~ on F of the pivot agent are such that Ri ~ R2: ~FR~, if
there is no decline in the preference for any pair in A x A going from

RZ to Ri and using R~ as norm.

Definition 4.2

DF(RA):~ {( Ri,R2) e F x Fld(a~.a2) E RA: f(a1,a2,Rt.R2)}:

DA(RF):' {(al,a2) E A x AIH(R1,R2) E RF: t(a1,a2,R1,R2)};

r(a1,a2,R1,R2):~[(al,a2) E R2 ~(al,a2) E Ri and

(a2,a1) 5 Ri ..~ ( a2,a1) e RZ].

It may be noticed that Ri ~ RZ: aFR~, iff:

R2 f) R~ C Ri and Ri n iR~ ~ R2.

The number of preference relations in IP(AxA) depends of course on the
cardínality of A and rises sharply. The following [able is i llustrative.
(~(A) is the set of quasi-orderings ( trreElexive and quasi tranaitlve,
t.e. taR v aR), w(A) is the set of weak ordere ( asymmetrtc and negative
transitive, i.e. tcR ~ cR), and ~(A) is the set of linear orders (irre-
flexive, transitive and complete):
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A IP(A x A) ~(A) lnI'(A) ~(A)

2 16 4 3 2
3 512 . l3 6
4 65.536 . 75 24
n 2 exp(n2) . . n!

Example 4.3
Let IA~ - 2 and R~ -{(a,b)}.

C~ (A) - {{~1},{(a,b)},{b,a)},{(a,b),(b,a)}} 3: {f~,fP,fN,fi}, resp. haw
ing no, a positive, a negative and an indifferent opinion towards
RA.0

f~ fP fN fI

f~ 1 1 1 1
pFR~ (3 [E~(A) ] 2- fP 1 1 1 1

fN 1 0 1 0

fI 1 0 1 1

eApFRA~ a {(a~.a),(a,b),(b,b)} ~ rRÓ.

Example 4.4

Let ~AI 3 3 and R~ -{(a,b),(a,c)(b,c)}-: abc
.e(A) 3 {abc,bac,bca,cba,acb,cab}

abc bac bca cba acb cab

abc 1 1 l 1 1 1

bac 0 1 1 1 0 0

AFR~ f1 [d(A) ] 2 a bca 0 0 1 1 0 0

cba 0 0 0 1 0 0

acb 0 0 0 1 1 0

cab 0 0 0 1 1 1
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Property 4.5

1. The mapping ~F: IP'(AXA) a IP(FxF) is a duality and has
~ -

pA - (4F) as dual map.
2. ~A~FRA - rRA, for any RA E IP(AxA).

3. 4FRA i s transitive, for any RA E IP(AxA).

At this moment, we have not found a relation between CF and CA. It is

therefore not possible to derive equívalent condition of rationalization

in the dual spaces, as has been done in sectíon 3.3. We can, however,

assess the relevant preference relation RF in the decision model DF us-

ing the duality operator ~ on RA(CA), as well as estimating RA using

pA on RF(CF). See further diagram 6.1. These derived preferences should

be suffíciently informative, given property 4.5.2. and 3.6.
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S. The dual choice space ~ G, ~~ of coalitions

Just as choice space ~ B, B~ of baskets of alternatives has been gene-
rated from the choice space ~ A, íf ~ of alternatives, so can the choice
space ~ G,C~ ~ of coalitions of friends be derived from the choice space
~ F, ~~ of friends. Analogous definitions are designed and formally
identical theorems are applied.

So again there is a choice correspondence CG: Ct ~ G and a decision co~
respondence DG(G ,RG) ~ G. The preference relation RG on G rationalizesi
CG if D(Gi,RG) - CG(G1), for all GiE ~ . The revealed preference rela-
tion RG(CG) i s defined analogously to definition 2.2 and we can apply
theorem 4.1 again.

However, since G:- IfCF) -{~}, the choice correapondence CG can now be
expressed in terms of CF on a restricted domain C~; where ~:- {Gi c
(8(F) - {Ql})I3Fi c F : Gi - IP(Fi) - {Ql} }. Then CG(IP(Fi)) - IP(CF(Fi)),
for all Fi E g. This enables us to express the revealed preference rela-
tíon on G by the same choice correspondence as the revealed preference
relation on F:

RG(CF):~ {(F1,F2)~IP(FxF)I3Fie~: F1 c CF(F1) and F2 ~ F1}.

The relation between the two has been given in lemma 3.18:

~ RG(CF) - raRF(CF).

Using the duality operation A from section 3.2, defintion 3.7, we are
able to apply theorem 3.13, including the equivalence of rationalization
conditions in the dual spaces of friends and of coalitions. Viz, the
relation ciaRF(CF) rationalízes CF on `{ if, and only if, pGaOFRG(CF)
rationalizes CG on ~.
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6. Conclusion

The two duality operations ~ and ~, introduced in definition 3.7 and 4.2

respectively, have been used for various purposes. We have been able to

derive necessary and sufficient conditions for rationalizable choice

(theorem 3.13) using the operator e(lemma 3.21). We have defined condi-

tions in dual spaces and have shown that they are equivalent (theorem

3.13 and lemma 3.18), if the revealed preference relations are generated

by the same choice behavior. And we have have established a relatton

between preferences on the choice space of alternatives and preferences

on the choice space of friends characterized by preferences on altern~

tives, usíng the duality operator ~(definition 4.2). This allows us to

derive preference relations on any of the four choice spaces introduced,

if we have observations on choice behavior in only one of those spaces.

These preference relations are summarized in the following table.

Table 6.1

directly or indirectly revealed preference relations on:

observed A B F
choice:

CA RA(CA) Ó RA(CA) AF RA(CA)
CB AA RB(CB) RB(CB) ~ AA RB(CB)
CF ~A RF(CF) ~B aA RF(CF) RF(CF)

CG AA AF RG(CG) AB ~A ~F RG(CG) ~F RG(CG)

é OF R`4(CA)
aG ~ ~A RB(CB)

- ~G RF(CF)
RG(CG)

The duality operators 0 and ~ have been designed specifically for the
choice spaces C A„~ ~ and ~ B, B~, which have a very poor structure.
If these spaces are richer, an operator has to be adapted ( see example
6.2), or may be desintegrated in two parts, gíving inner- and outer-ap-
proximations ( see Evers and van Maaren, 1985).
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Example 6.2
Let A - II~ and RA be a relation on A, with R(x):z {x s AI(x,x) E RA}.
Let B(p):- {x e Alp x t 1}, for p E IR }. Define B:s {p E IR}I3x e A:
B(p)(~ Int R(x) ~~} as the dual choice space. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between a basket B(pi) in A and an element pi in B.
If pB is specified as: pBR(x):- {p e BIB(P) n Int R(x) L~}, then RB is
equal to:

OBRA:~ {(pl,p2) E BxBI3 xE A: pl e Bnd ~BR(x) and p2 e pBR(X)}.

If RA on A is closed, convex and monotone, then RA - A ZtB 9 ~ABR`4 (see

Ruys, 1974, and Weddepohl, 1970).

Duality theory in consumption or production has been developed in line
with this example based on the operator ~. It is, however, also possible
to develop models based on the operator p. For example, an individual
investor chooses between firms ("friends") each having a specific policy
regarding risk and growth capacity.

Another line of research is to combine imperfect or imcomplete ínforma-
tion or observations in one choice space with observations in other
choice spaces ín order to construct a preference relation in a given
choice space.
And finally, we mention the implications of this approach to social
choice theory, which prove the be very fruitfull: see Storcken en Ruys
(1986).
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